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THE NUMBER OF NONISOMORPHIC
BOOLEAN SUBALGEBRAS OF A POWER SET
FRANCISCO J. FRENICHE1
ABSTRACT. It is shown that if k is an infinite cardinal, then there are 22
nonisomorphic
Boolean subalgebras
of P(k-). Also it is shown that if K = c,
then the above subalgebras can be choosen countably complete. This solves a
question raised by S. Ulam.

In [3, p. 106] the following questions are raised by Ulam:
(a) How many nonisomorphic Boolean algebras of sets of integers exist?
(b) How many nonisomorphic countably complete Boolean algebras of sets of
real numbers exist?
The answer to the first question is almost trivial, as was independently noted by
E. K. van Douwen (partial results were obtained independently by S. Williams).
We refer the reader to [2] for unexplained notions.
Let k be an infinite cardinal. A subalgebra A of P(k) is full if {a} G A for every
a G k.

LEMMA 1. If X is the number of full subalgebras of P(k), and A > 2K, then
P(k) has X nonisomorphic

full subalgebras.

PROOF. Any isomorphism between full subalgebras of P(k) is induced by a
permutation of k. Hence each isomorphism class of full subalgebras has at most 2K
elements. Thus there are A classes, as desired.
This lemma and proof are essentially found in [4].
If F is a filter on a Boolean algebra A, let —F — {—a: a G F}. It is well known,
and easy to see, that F U —F is a subalgebra of A, which we denote by Ap.

LEMMA 2. If F and G are distinct filters on A, not ultrafilters, then Ap / Aq-

PROOF. Say b G F\G. If also -6 £ G, then b G AF\AG- Suppose -b G G.
Choose c G A so that c, -c ^ F. Then -cV -b G G while clearly cA6, -cV-6 ^ F.
Thus c A6G Ag\Af.
THEOREM 1. P(k) has 22" nonisomorphic full subalgebras.
PROOF. By Lemma 1 it suffices to exhibit 22" full subalgebras. Let A consist of
all filters which are the intersection

of two free ultrafilters.

Clearly P(k)f

is full for

each F G A. Now if E¿ is a free ultrafilter for i = 1,2,3,4, and Et / F2 ^ E3 ^ E4,
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Fx / F3, then Ei n F2 ¿ E3 n E4. For, say a G Fi\F3, b G F2\F3. Then a U 6 G
(Ei n E2)\(E3 n E4), as desired. Since there are 22 free ultrafilters by Pospisil's
theorem [2, p. 146], the theorem follows by Lemma 2.
The above ideas can be used to treat the second question also. Let us call a filter

F on P(k) full if re\{a} G F for all a G re and F is not an ultrafilter; thus P(k)f
is then a full subalgebra of P(k). If A is a cardinal and F is A-complete, then so
is P(k)fWe are interested in counting the number of A-complete full filters on

P(k).
We extend here some results of A. Tarski [5].
THEOREM 2. Suppose there is a family 7 of subsets of re, which is n-almost
disjoint. Let \7\ = X > w. Then P(k) has at least 2X cf(re)-complete full filters.

PROOF. For each subset H of 7 let
FH = {a C re:\b\a\ < re for all b G H}.
Clearly Fh is a cf(re)-complete filter on re and re\{a} G Fh for every a G re.
If \H\ > 1, then Fa is not an ultrafilter. For, choose distinct a, b G H. Then
re\a £ Fh- Since \a fl b\ < re, we have |6\a| = re, and so a ^ Fh. Thus, indeed, Fh

is not an ultrafilter. So Fh is a full filter.
If H, K G 7 and H / K, say a G H\K, then re\a G Fk\Fhfollows.

Hence the theorem

For exhaustive information on when the hypothesis of Theorem 2 can happen,
see [1]. In particular (a result of W. Sierpiñski), there is always such a family 7 of
size re+, so by the earlier results we have

COROLLARY. // 2K < 2K , then there are at least 2K

nonisomorphic

cf(re)-

complete full subalgebras of P(k).
THEOREM 3. If X is regular and kx = re, then there are 22 X-complete full
filters on P(n), and hence 22 nonisomorphic X-complete full subalgebras of P(k).
PROOF.

Since w < re < re- = re, we can choose a A-large oscillation

family

5 U {d} of subsets of re, with \S\ = 2K and d £ S [2, Corollary 3.17].
For each subset H of S let Fh — {a C re: there exist T G [H]<x and A G

[S\^]<A such that (f| {b:b G T}) n (fl {^V- c G A}) C a}. Clearly FH is a Acomplete filter on re.
We claim that there exists a subset C of P(S) with \C\ = 22 such that re\{a} G
Fh for every a G re and H G C. Indeed, since 2K < cf(22*), there exist a subset

C of P{S) with |C| = 22" and a subset a of re such that a = Ç\{b:b G Fh} for all
H G C We have a = 0. For, choose distinct H, K G C, say b G H\K. Then
6 G Fh, re\6 G Fa and so a C b C\(re\6). It is clear that C is as desired.
Finally, since d, re\d ^ Fh, Fh is not an ultrafilter.
full filter on re and the theorem follows.
COROLLARY. There are 22 nonisomorphic

Thus Fh is a A-complete

countably complete full subalgebras

ofP{R).
PROOF, c^ = c" = c, so this follows from the theorem.
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